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harry potter grows up

Etiquette & Espionage
And the Finishing School series
by Gail Carriger

Wolf by Wolf
by Ryan Graudin

The Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue
by Mackenzi Lee

Shadowshaper
by Daniel Jose Older

Rejected Princesses
by Jason Porath

A Tyranny of Petticoats
Edited by Jessica Spotswood

An Ember in the Ashes
And the Ember in the Ashes series
by Sabaa Tahir

Midnight Riot
And the Rivers of London series
by Ben Aaronovitch

All the Birds in the Sky
by Charlie Jane Anders

Sorcerer to the Crown
by Zen Cho

The Thinking Woman's Guide to Real Magic
by Emily Croy Barker

A Hero at the End of the World
by Erin Claiborne

The Magicians
And the Magicians series
by Lev Grossman

Carry On
by Rainbow Rowell

Vicious
by V. E. Schwab
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ravenclaw</th>
<th>Hufflepuff</th>
<th>Slytherin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **The Only Thing Worse Than Me is You**  
by Lily Anderson | **The Passion of the Dolssa**  
by Julie Berry | **The Fixer**  
And the Fixer series  
by Jennifer Barnes |
| **The Scorpion Rules**  
by Erin Bow | **Once and Forever**  
by Sarah Dessen | **Three Dark Crowns**  
by Kendare Blake |
| **In Other Lands**  
by Sarah Rees Brennan | **To All The Boys I've Loved Before**  
by Jenny Han | **Six of Crows**  
And the sequel Crooked Kingdom  
by Leigh Bardugo |
| **Jane, Unlimited**  
by Kristin Cashore | **The Vigilante Poets of Selwyn Academy**  
by Kate Hattemer | **The Diviners**  
And the Diviners series  
by Libba Bray |
| **The Nerdy and the Dirty**  
by B. T. Gottfred | **The Story of Owen**  
by E. K. Johnston | **Half Bad**  
by Sally Green |
| **Illuminae**  
by Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff | **The Rest of Us Just Live Here**  
by Patrick Ness | **We Were Liars**  
by e. lockhart |
| **The Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks**  
by e. lockhart | **The Hate U Give**  
by Angie Thomas | **The Thief**  
And the Thief of Attolia series  
by Megan Whalen Turner |
| **I'll Give You the Sun**  
by Jandy Nelson | **Lumberjanes**  
by Shannon Watters, Grace Ellis,  
Brooke A. Allen and Noelle Stevenson | **Nimona**  
by Noelle Stevenson |